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The Saturn S-series was a family of compact cars from the Saturn automobile company of
General Motors. Saturn pioneered the brand-wide "no haggle" sales technique. The automobile
platform , the Z-body , was developed entirely in-house at Saturn, and it shared very little with
the rest of the General Motors model line. It implemented a spaceframe design, which had been
used on some Pontiacs during the s. This meant that the side panels did not carry load and
could be made of plastic instead of metal. These polymer panels were dent-resistant, something
that remained a selling point for Saturn until just a few years before the Saturn brand was
discontinued. The S series was sold from the fall of for the model year through the end of the
model year. Significant design updates were made in , , and for all cars. Although nearly every
year of the S-series's existence brought some minor changes to the architecture of the car,
each model kept the same basic body styling throughout its respective production period. The
only difference in each case is the selection of gear ratios, with the SOHC-associated
transmissions being geared taller for more efficiency, and the DOHC-associated transmissions
having shorter, more closely spaced ratios for performance. As a result, it's not uncommon for
enthusiast-owners to swap a tall-geared MP2 manual into a car equipped with a DOHC engine
for better fuel economy on the highway. Aside from the wheel size, it was almost impossible to
tell a 1 from a 2 externally, except for the SC2s which had retractable headlamps throught model
year A change beginning with the model year gave the SC a small suicide door more properly a
clamshell door on the driver's side to improve rear-seat access. This type of door had
previously been used in extended cab pickup trucks , but was an innovation in coupe design.
The level 1 S-series equipped with a manual transmission were among the most fuel-efficient
cars available in the United States when they were produced, reaching 40 miles per US gallon 5.
Taiwan and Japan were the only two Asian countries to import Saturns. From to , the first- and
second-generation sedans plus the first-generation coupes were sold in Taiwan. From to , the
second-generation versions were sold in right-hand drive in Japan. Some Toyota Netz
dealerships and former Isuzu dealerships also offered Saturn products until Canada imported
all available Saturn models from onward. It was maroon with a tan interior. The base SL model
featured the MP2 manual transmission only, and it had manual steering. On the exterior the car
featured unique hubcaps different from the SL1 and came equipped with only a driver's side
exterior mirror a passenger mirror was a popular dealer-installed option. No factory options
such as power windows, power locks, air conditioning, or cruise control were available on the
SL. It featured as standard equipment the same MP2 manual, or the MP6 automatic transmission
could be had as an option. The SL1 could be optioned with power windows, power locks, power
mirror passenger side only - driver's side retained manual control , cruise control, and air
conditioning. Both were offered only with the SOHC 1. The SL2 also brought body-color
bumpers, 15" steel wheels alloys were optional , and higher spec cloth on the seats including
the seat backs - on SL and SL1 the seat backs were vinyl. SL2's could be optioned with power
windows, locks, mirror again, pass. Anti-lock braking was available as an option as well, which
brought along rear disc brakes. For the model year, the seatbelts were changed from the power
passive restraint type to the conventional 3-point type. The interior of the vehicle was
redesigned with a new dashboard and the addition of a front passenger's airbag. The center
console was updated as well, adding previously absent cup holders. The S series also had a For
the model year, a station wagon variant of the SL was added to the model lineup. This was
offered in SW1 and SW2 trim levels. The station wagon used the same doors as the sedan, but
the bodywork behind the C-pillar and the roof differed. The first generation Saturn SC coupes
were made from to The first generation Saturn SC coupes were originally only available in one
trim level which was the SC. For the model year, the original regular SC coupe model was
renamed as the SC2 and a new SC1 trim level was introduced. For the model year, the SC1 and
the SC2 had both gotten revised power door locks and a recalibrated automatic transmission.
The first generation SC2 had received a minor refresh in in which the lower front bumper and
the vehicle's taillights were both updated. For the model year, both the SC1 and the SC2 had
gotten a redesigned interior with a new redesigned dashboard with a front passenger's airbag.
The first generation Saturn SC1 coupes shared the same fixed headlight front fascia as the SL
sedans and the SW station wagons, rather than the pop-up headlight design used on the SC2
and the original SC. The SC1 also lacked a rear trunk lid reflector and a rear stabilizer bar. The
second generation SL sedans and SW station wagons were made from to They had both
featured a completely redesigned exterior. The interior was mostly the same as on the first
generation vehicles, while mechanically they went largely untouched. The redesigned second
generation S-series went on sale in for the model year. A few minor changes were made for the
model year S-series vehicles. Due to multiple complaints about the noise coming from the
vehicle's trip odometer that had been in all of the Saturn S-series since , had replaced with a
new type of trip odometer in an effort to correct the problem. For the model year, a new cluster

with a digital trip odometer had been introduced. Rear disc-brakes were no longer available as
an option on the S series due to high costs for them as well as very little improvement in
braking performance over the conventional rear drum-brakes setup. Beginning with all of the
Saturn S-series vehicles that were made in late sometimes referred to as These changes
included revised pistons, new connecting rods, and new crankshaft counterweights in the
engine as well. The Twin Cam cylinder head had now featured a new roller-rocker setup with
hydraulic tappets and roller cams replacing the conventional bucket lifter setup of the previous
engine in the S series. Also introduced for the model year S-series vehicles that were sold in
California was a different type of an exhaust manifold that housed an upstream catalytic
converter this converter had heated up much faster than the conventional unit, and it had also
decreased exhaust emissions faster as well , and it also had provisions for an air-injection
reaction system This had injected fresh air into the exhaust to reduce hydrocarbons during the
startup of the vehicle, as it would help the oxygen sensors and catalytic converters reach their
operating temperatures faster. The second generation SC coupes were made from to The
second generation SC coupes had also moved to the longer wheelbase that the SL sedans and
the SW station wagons had used, resulting in an equal wheelbase length across all S-series
models. For the model year, a front-opening clamshell door was added to the driver's side of the
vehicle. Even though this door on the driver's side of the vehicle had allowed easier access into
the vehicle's rear seat, the driver's seat in the vehicle was also able to slide forward to allow
easy access to the vehicle's rear seat as well. As a clamshell door, the rear driver's side door
could not open unless the front door was open, because the door handle was on the inside of
the door itself. Like the first generation SC coupes, the SC1 model lacked a rear sway bar. In for
the model year, the Saturn S-series had been redesigned for the final time before being
discontinued in This resulted in the third generation Saturn S-series. The exterior of the Saturn
SL sedans revived new body panels from the belt-line down. The rear end of the SL sedans
received a redesigned applique on the trunk, and the headlights of the SL sedans had received
orange turn signal indicators. The interior of all the Saturn S-series models received a
completely redesigned dashboard, center console, and steering wheel, but the rest of the
interiors were mostly unchanged. Like the model year SL sedans and the model year SW station
wagons that were made in late in , the model year SL sedans and the model year SW station
wagons had also included a digital trip odometer, which did not cause any issues like the
analog trip odometers that were used in the early model year S-series vehicles. The third
generation Saturn S-series was also the first Saturn to use the body control module BCM , and
the powertrain control module PCM systems in tandem with each other. In the third generation
Saturn S-series models, the PCM system was used strictly for the vehicle's transmission and
engine, whereas the BCM system was used strictly for the vehicle's interior functions such as
the digital trip odometer and speedometer. Beginning with the model year, side curtain airbags
became available as an optional feature. The optional side curtain airbags were only available
on the to model Saturn SL1 and SL2 sedans. While retaining the previous generation's
bodywork, it was facelifted with redesigned fascias front and rear, as well as new headlamps
and tail lamps. The front fenders and door panels were also changed, continuing the character
line all the way down to the fog light beneath the front bumper. A rear spoiler on the vehicle's
rear trunk lid was also made available for the to model year Saturn SC GT coupes. A special
Homecoming edition of the SL2 was released for Options included a sunroof, CD player, and the
4-speed automatic with traction control. The package came with a black roof panel, black
outside rear view mirrors, black emblems, white face gauges and black accented teardrop
wheels. These are extremely rare. In , a second Homecoming Edition was produced in a special
"Mint Color" with tan leather interior, special off-white gauge faceplates, and black Saturn
badges to commemorate the second "Homecoming" visit to the Spring Hill, Tennessee
manufacturing facility. The Homecoming Edition also had the same features offered as the
Homecoming Edition. The model was officially named "Limited Edition", but soon became
known as the "Bumblebee Edition". The "Bumblebee Edition" included embroidered headrests,
black leather interior with yellow leather inserts on the seats and door panels, black roof and
mirrors, number designation inside fuel filler door and certificate of authenticity. These are not
to be confused with the regular issue Yellow Sport Coupe. The Saturn SL2 10th Anniversary
Edition had included several upscale features that were not available on any other Saturn
S-series vehicles like power windows, leather interior, standard side curtain airbags, and
several other upscale features. The Saturn SL2 10th Anniversary Edition had also featured a
rear spoiler on the vehicle's rear trunk lid. In addition to the above-mentioned "Special Edition"
Saturns; there was also the â€” Saturn SWP "Postal" station wagon that were produced in ,
intended to be marketed to rural route mail carriers. These station wagons were right-hand-drive
vehicles. There were also a limited number of Saturns that were exported to Japan as

right-hand-drive vehicles circa between and during the lifetime of the second-generation model.
Aside from having the steering wheel on the other side, Japanese market Saturns were also
fitted with slightly different light units. The rear lamps had amber turn signals and the front
indicators were mounted closer to the corners rather than inboard. The SL and SW's engine
displacement and dimensions were within Japanese government's dimension regulations and
engine tax brackets as only 1. The Saturn faced a hard time in Japan, where it played directly
into the strengths of the Japanese manufacturers, comparing unfavorably with better-priced
and more competent Japanese compact cars. Another problem was that Japanese car dealers
have always excelled at customer service; this meant that Saturn's main sales argument in the
United States was meaningless in the Japanese market. As the Japanese had less money to
spend on "luxury goods", as imported products are regarded, Saturn found very few buyers.
S-Series cars are also popular in dirt oval racing and auto cross. Listed below is a rough
estimate on the numbers of S series produced from to From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
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Concept car. Following the withdrawal of a bid by Penske Automotive to acquire Saturn in
September , General Motors discontinued the Saturn brand and ended its outstanding
franchises on October 31, Alex C. Mair began discussions of a "revolutionary new", small car
project codenamed Saturn in June Smith and GM's President F. James McDonald. Twelve
months later, the first Saturn demonstration vehicle was revealed. On January 7, , the Saturn
Corporation was officially founded. Citing full disclosure, Saturn was founded as a private,
employee-owned company, by former GM leadership. They remained private until GM bought
them out, and effectively "rewrote" company history. Production of both Saturn vehicles started
in as early model year vehicles. The Saturn SW was later added for GM had plans for a sedan , a
coupe , a convertible, a wagon , and even a sport utility vehicle ; however, Saturn's first sport
utility vehicle , the Vue did not appear until the model year. The first Saturn dealership opened
in Memphis, Tennessee. Saturn Corporation was launched as a "different kind of car company",
and Saturn even had its own unique car models although later models shared platforms with
other GM vehicles to be more cost effective in the market , and their own dealership network
that was separate from the rest of GM. Results at Saturn, however, were more doubtful than
positive. According to The Wall Street Journal , the project was too ambitious, as "everything at
Saturn is new: the car, the plant, the workforce, the dealer network and the manufacturing
process. Not even Toyota , a highly successful and experienced automaker, tackles more than
two new items on any single project. Also, Saturn opened at considerably higher cost than the
Japanese transplants factories that Japanese automakers established in the United States.
Nonetheless, the brand was immediately known for its "no haggle" prices. The first Saturn
model, the S-Series , was significantly successful. In , Saturn's ,th car, "Carla", was built. In May
, Saturn's one millionth car entered the market. In , Saturn became the first General Motors
North American vehicle to be fully built with right-hand-drive on the same assembly line as the
left-hand-drive vehicles the previous right-hand-drive GM North American vehicle were built in
countries with left-hand road rule using knock-down kit and customized dashboard and steering
components as it entered the Japanese market. Also in , Saturn began production of its all new
L-Series for the model year. By the time the Saturn brand was launched in Japan, however, the
Japanese economy was already in a sharp decline following the collapse of the Japanese asset
price bubble. That same year, the L-Series was discontinued. The Sky roadster was introduced
in as a model. In for the model year, the AURA midsize sedan made its way to dealerships,
alongside the Outlook , a larger CUV than the Vue, and was the last year that the Ion was
produced. The Ion was replaced by the European-built Astra in Saturn was believed to have had
a disagreement with GM and was not very accepting of the company closing. In US
Congressional hearings on December 2, , General Motors announced its intentions to focus on
their four core brands Chevrolet , Buick , Cadillac and GMC , with the sale, consolidation, or
closure of Saturn and the remaining brands Pontiac , Hummer , and Saab , with Oldsmobile

having already discontinued production in In February , GM declared its intent to part with this
brand by closing or selling the division, either to investors or to dealers, as part of restructuring
plans dependent upon the receipt of a second round of government loans " bailout " funding.
By the end of , GM closed all of its 46 Saturn dealerships in Canada, even those Saturn
dealerships also selling Saab vehicles. GM and Penske decided that they could no longer make
a business case to distribute Saturn vehicles in Canada after the sale of the brand. Saturn's
customer service, parts, and warranty operations moved to other GM dealerships in Canada. On
September 30, , Penske ended its deal with General Motors because of Penske not finding
another manufacturer to manufacture the Saturn cars. At one point Penske was in talks with
some car manufacturers including Renault Samsung Motors and the Renault-Nissan Alliance ,
however talks with the Renault-Nissan Alliance had ended mainly because of objections from
the Nissan part of the alliance. Another part of the deal between Penske and GM was for GM to
continue making the Aura , the Outlook , and the Vue until , and then another manufacturer
would take over, but since Penske didn't find another car manufacturer that was willing to
continue production of Saturn vehicles, the deal between Penske and GM ended. As a result of
this, General Motors announced that the Saturn brand would be discontinued in , and that all
Saturn dealerships would be closed by October 31, , or until all of their inventory had been sold.
Customers were required to have owned their Saturns for at least six months and were not
required to trade them in to be eligible for the incentives. Saturn Authorized Service Providers
are responsible for all aspects of service, including warranty service, on Saturn vehicles. The
Captiva Sport was mostly unchanged from the discontinued Saturn Vue. However, the Captiva
Sport did not have a hybrid version available, like the Vue did. Originally, the company's
products used a dedicated platform called the Z-body and a dedicated engine, the 1. All of the
original Saturns featured dent-resistant plastic body panels which were also touted as allowing
the company to change the look of the vehicles readily. However, in practice, the company did
not often take advantage of this capability. The Saturn S-Series family of cars were produced
from to S-Series cars had three generations: First generation cars were produced from to For
the model year Saturn used a "first generation" exterior and "second generation" interior. The
exterior of the model looked the same as the first generation cars, but it had larger gauge faces
on the instrument cluster and a redesigned center console. In , the second generation S-Series
sedan was introduced. The third generation sedan received only minor design changes for the
production run. Most notably, the exterior body panels were updated once again, and new paint
colors were offered. The sedan retained many of the same mechanical components with an
updated interior design. In , the second generation of the sport coupe model was introduced
with a more scooped headlight front. The coupe models received a suicide door behind the
driver side door. The wagon was introduced for the model year and it was produced until The
first significant change came with the Saturn L-Series mid-size car. It shared the GM platform
with the Opel Vectra , along with its engine. It was built at a GM factory in Wilmington, Delaware.
The model year cars were designated LS-1 4 cylinder and LS-2 6 cylinder. However, as
Lincoln-Mercury owned the LS designator, and to prevent a lawsuit, Saturn changed the
designators to L and L for the model years â€” The Saturn L was discontinued after the model
year. The production of the Saturn Ion was temporarily stopped for three weeks in due to Saturn
dealerships having an overstock of Ion vehicles. The plastic body panels were discontinued on
all Saturn models after the model year. None of the Saturn models used plastic body panels.
The Saturn Astra was a rebadged version of the Opel Astra. The Saturn Astra was built in
Antwerp, Belgium. Saturn had featured two sub-lines of their vehicles: the Green Line and the
Red Line. The Green Line Saturn models were environmentally friendly mild hybrid vehicles,
and the Red Line Saturn models were high-performance and sporty vehicles. From Wikipedia,
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L series. Compact SUV. Mid-size SUV. Concept car. The Saturn Sky is a roadster that was
produced by Saturn , and was initially released in the first quarter of as a model. It uses the
Kappa automobile platform shared with the Pontiac Solstice. The Sky concept was shown at the
North American International Auto Show , with the production version following at the show.
Both five-speed manual and automatic transmissions were available. It was available in some
European markets as the Opel GT. A rebadged version named the Daewoo G2X was unveiled as
a concept vehicle for the South Korean market in The production version was released in
September The Wilmington Assembly plant closed in July , ending production as both the
Pontiac and Saturn nameplates were retired. An automatic transmission is optional. The Red
Line had a standard torque-sensing limited-slip differential, standard StabiliTrak stability
control, and an enhanced sport suspension over the standard Sky available as a dealer-add on
for regular models. Other exterior enhancements included dual exhausts, inch wheels, and a
specific front fascia modeled for the Red Line. On the inside the Red Line had a special
leather-wrapped steering wheel with audio controls, special embroidery on the seats and floor
mats, metallic door sill covers and stainless steel pedals, special tachometer and gauges, and a
digital boost gauge in the Driver Information Center. Unlike the two Limited Edition models
launched later in , its production was slightly higher at units. The largest differentiator however,
is Carbon Flash Edition's silver inserts in the interior seating and steering wheel that provide a
black-on-silver appearance. Both are VIN-coded [4] and some blue books track it as a limited
edition vehicle. All limited editions featured Monsoon premium stereos. The Ruby Red Edition
featured the Ruby Red color and a unique, removable carbon racing stripe that was exclusive to
the Sky units produced in this trim. The Hydro Blue Edition featured a Hydro Blue color, as well
as matching blue-colored stitching in the seats and gear shifter. Also, the word Sky stitched
into the seats is changed to matching-blue color as well. However, Hydro Blue units were being
built as GM was declaring bankruptcy, resulting in the immediate termination of the Kappa
platform. Of those, 8 were Saturn SKYs. They were then used as GM company vehicles to be
evaluated and also as special event display vehicles. These vehicles were built to the model
year specs with model year changes and had legal VIN numbers. All 8 SKYs were purchased by
the same dealer in Minnesota and subsequently sold as used vehicles. Among changes to the
SKY for the model year were the addition of remote start on automatic equipped cars, option
package changes and additions, and three new colors. The car was built by Autosport
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SUV. Winstorm MaXX. The Saturn Vue was a car. It was a compact crossover SUV. General
Motors ' made it. The Vue was part of the Saturn brand. The Saturn Corporation made it from to
The Vue was the first GM vehicle to use the Theta platform. In GM introduced the second
generation of the Vue, built by Opel. It was a rebadged Opel Antara with changes for the
American market. This generation of the Vue was sold from until Saturn stopped selling cars in
The Vue is still being made by the General Motors company. Until the Vue was the only Saturn
model that was re-introduced later followed by the Outlook's body style being used on the
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sixth planet from the Sun and the second-largest in the Solar System , after Jupiter. It is a gas
giant with an average radius of about nine times that of Earth. Saturn's interior is most likely
composed of a core of ironâ€”nickel and rock silicon and oxygen compounds. Its core is
surrounded by a deep layer of metallic hydrogen , an intermediate layer of liquid hydrogen and
liquid helium , and finally a gaseous outer layer. Saturn has a pale yellow hue due to ammonia
crystals in its upper atmosphere. An electrical current within the metallic hydrogen layer is
thought to give rise to Saturn's planetary magnetic field , which is weaker than the Earth's, but
which has a magnetic moment times that of Earth due to Saturn's larger size. Saturn's magnetic
field strength is around one-twentieth of Jupiter's. The planet's most famous feature is its
prominent ring system , which is composed mostly of ice particles, with a smaller amount of
rocky debris and dust. At least 82 moons [28] are known to orbit Saturn, of which 53 are
officially named; this does not include the hundreds of moonlets in its rings. Titan , Saturn's
largest moon and the second largest in the Solar System, is larger than the planet Mercury ,
although less massive, and is the only moon in the Solar System to have a substantial
atmosphere. Saturn is a gas giant composed predominantly of hydrogen and helium. It lacks a
definite surface, though it may have a solid core. The combination of the bulge and rotation rate
means that the effective surface gravity along the equator, 8. Jupiter has times Earth's mass ,
[33] and Saturn is 95 times Earth's mass. Despite consisting mostly of hydrogen and helium,
most of Saturn's mass is not in the gas phase , because hydrogen becomes a non-ideal liquid
when the density is above 0. The temperature, pressure, and density inside Saturn all rise
steadily toward the core, which causes hydrogen to be a metal in the deeper layers. Standard
planetary models suggest that the interior of Saturn is similar to that of Jupiter, having a small
rocky core surrounded by hydrogen and helium, with trace amounts of various volatiles. The
examination of Saturn's gravitational moment , in combination with physical models of the
interior, has allowed constraints to be placed on the mass of Saturn's core. Jupiter's thermal
energy is generated by the Kelvinâ€”Helmholtz mechanism of slow gravitational compression ,
but such a process alone may not be sufficient to explain heat production for Saturn, because it
is less massive. An alternative or additional mechanism may be generation of heat through the
"raining out" of droplets of helium deep in Saturn's interior. As the droplets descend through
the lower-density hydrogen, the process releases heat by friction and leaves Saturn's outer
layers depleted of helium. The outer atmosphere of Saturn contains The total mass of these
heavier elements is estimated to be 19â€”31 times the mass of the Earth, with a significant
fraction located in Saturn's core region. Trace amounts of ammonia, acetylene , ethane ,
propane , phosphine , and methane have been detected in Saturn's atmosphere. This
photochemical cycle is modulated by Saturn's annual seasonal cycle. Saturn's atmosphere
exhibits a banded pattern similar to Jupiter's, but Saturn's bands are much fainter and are much
wider near the equator. The nomenclature used to describe these bands is the same as on
Jupiter. Saturn's finer cloud patterns were not observed until the flybys of the Voyager
spacecraft during the s. Since then, Earth-based telescopy has improved to the point where
regular observations can be made. The composition of the clouds varies with depth and
increasing pressure. Water ice clouds begin at a level where the pressure is about 2. Saturn's
usually bland atmosphere occasionally exhibits long-lived ovals and other features common on
Jupiter. In , the Hubble Space Telescope imaged an enormous white cloud near Saturn's
equator that was not present during the Voyager encounters, and in another smaller storm was
observed. The storm was an example of a Great White Spot , a unique but short-lived
phenomenon that occurs once every Saturnian year, roughly every 30 Earth years, around the
time of the northern hemisphere's summer solstice. If the periodicity is maintained, another

storm will occur in about The winds on Saturn are the second fastest among the Solar System's
planets, after Neptune's. The color was most likely caused by Rayleigh scattering. Most
scientists think it is a standing wave pattern in the atmosphere. Polygonal shapes have been
replicated in the laboratory through differential rotation of fluids. HST imaging of the south
polar region indicates the presence of a jet stream , but no strong polar vortex nor any
hexagonal standing wave. For example, images from the Galileo spacecraft did not show an
eyewall in the Great Red Spot of Jupiter. The south pole storm may have been present for
billions of years. Cassini observed a series of cloud features found in northern latitudes,
nicknamed the "String of Pearls". These features are cloud clearings that reside in deeper cloud
layers. Saturn has an intrinsic magnetic field that has a simple, symmetric shape â€” a magnetic
dipole. Its strength at the equator â€” 0. The moon Titan orbits within the outer part of Saturn's
magnetosphere and contributes plasma from the ionized particles in Titan's outer atmosphere.
The average distance between Saturn and the Sun is over 1. With an average orbital speed of 9.
Astronomers use three different systems for specifying the rotation rate of Saturn. A precise
value for the rotation period of the interior remains elusive. In March , it was found that the
variation of radio emissions from the planet did not match Saturn's rotation rate. This variance
may be caused by geyser activity on Saturn's moon Enceladus. The water vapor emitted into
Saturn's orbit by this activity becomes charged and creates a drag upon Saturn's magnetic
field, slowing its rotation slightly relative to the rotation of the planet. An apparent oddity for
Saturn is that it does not have any known trojan asteroids. Trojan asteroids have been
discovered for Mars , Jupiter, Uranus, and Neptune. Orbital resonance mechanisms, including
secular resonance , are believed to be the cause of the missing Saturnian trojans. Saturn has 82
known moons , [28] 53 of which have formal names. Titan is the only satellite in the Solar
System with a major atmosphere , [99] [] in which a complex organic chemistry occurs. It is the
only satellite with hydrocarbon lakes. Saturn's moon Enceladus , which seems similar in
chemical makeup to comets, [] has often been regarded as a potential habitat for microbial life.
Saturn is probably best known for the system of planetary rings that makes it visually unique.
There are two main hypotheses regarding the origin of the rings. One hypothesis is that the
rings are remnants of a destroyed moon of Saturn. The second hypothesis is that the rings are
left over from the original nebular material from which Saturn was formed. Some ice in the E
ring comes from the moon Enceladus's geysers. This abundance variance may be explained by
meteor bombardment. Some of the moons of Saturn, including Pandora and Prometheus , act
as shepherd moons to confine the rings and prevent them from spreading out. The observation
and exploration of Saturn can be divided into three phases. The first phase is ancient
observations such as with the naked eye , before the invention of modern telescopes. The
second phase began in the 17th century, with telescopic observations from Earth, which
improved over time. The third phase is visitation by space probes , in orbit or on flyby. In the
21st century, telescopic observations continue from Earth including Earth-orbiting
observatories like the Hubble Space Telescope and, until its retirement , from the Cassini orbiter
around Saturn. Saturn has been known since prehistoric times, [] and in early recorded history
it was a major character in various mythologies. Babylonian astronomers systematically
observed and recorded the movements of Saturn. The Greek scientist Ptolemy based his
calculations of Saturn's orbit on observations he made while it was in opposition. Saturn is
known as " Shani " and judges everyone based on the good and bad deeds performed in life.
This was based on Five Elements which were traditionally used to classify natural elements. In
ancient Hebrew , Saturn is called 'Shabbathai'. Saturn's rings require at least a mm-diameter
telescope [] to resolve and thus were not known to exist until Christiaan Huygens saw them in
Galileo , with his primitive telescope in , [] [] incorrectly thought of Saturn's appearing not quite
round as two moons on Saturn's sides. In , Cassini discovered the gap now known as the
Cassini Division. No further discoveries of significance were made until when William Herschel
discovered two further moons, Mimas and Enceladus. The irregularly shaped satellite Hyperion ,
which has a resonance with Titan, was discovered in by a British team. In William Henry
Pickering discovered Phoebe, a highly irregular satellite that does not rotate synchronously
with Saturn as the larger moons do. During the early 20th century, research on Titan led to the
confirmation in that it had a thick atmosphere â€” a feature unique among the Solar System's
moons. Images were taken of the planet and a few of its moons, although their resolution was
too low to discern surface detail. The spacecraft also studied Saturn's rings, revealing the thin
F-ring and the fact that dark gaps in the rings are bright when viewed at high phase angle
towards the Sun , meaning that they contain fine light-scattering material. In addition, Pioneer
11 measured the temperature of Titan. In November , the Voyager 1 probe visited the Saturn
system. It sent back the first high-resolution images of the planet, its rings and satellites.
Surface features of various moons were seen for the first time. Voyager 1 performed a close

flyby of Titan, increasing knowledge of the atmosphere of the moon. It proved that Titan's
atmosphere is impenetrable in visible wavelengths ; therefore no surface details were seen. The
flyby changed the spacecraft's trajectory out from the plane of the Solar System. Almost a year
later, in August , Voyager 2 continued the study of the Saturn system. More close-up images of
Saturn's moons were acquired, as well as evidence of changes in the atmosphere and the rings.
Unfortunately, during the flyby, the probe's turnable camera platform stuck for a couple of days
and some planned imaging was lost. Saturn's gravity was used to direct the spacecraft's
trajectory towards Uranus. The Cassiniâ€”Huygens space probe entered orbit around Saturn on
1 July In June , it conducted a close flyby of Phoebe , sending back high-resolution images and
data. Cassini 's flyby of Saturn's largest moon, Titan, captured radar images of large lakes and
their coastlines with numerous islands and mountains. The orbiter completed two Titan flybys
before releasing the Huygens probe on 25 December Huygens descended onto the surface of
Titan on 14 January Starting in early , scientists used Cassini to track lightning on Saturn. In ,
NASA reported that Cassini had found evidence of liquid water reservoirs no more than tens of
meters below the surface that erupt in geysers on Saturn's moon Enceladus. These jets of icy
particles are emitted into orbit around Saturn from vents in the moon's south polar region. The
source of this ring is hypothesized to be the crashing of a meteoroid off Janus and Epimetheus.
In March , hydrocarbon seas were found near the North pole, the largest of which is almost the
size of the Caspian Sea. From to 2 November , the probe discovered and confirmed eight new
satellites. The continued exploration of Saturn is still considered to be a viable option for NASA
as part of their ongoing New Frontiers program of missions. NASA previously requested for
plans to be put forward for a mission to Saturn that included the Saturn Atmospheric Entry
Probe , and possible investigations into the habitability and possible discovery of life on
Saturn's moons Titan and Enceladus by Dragonfly. Saturn is the most distant of the five planets
easily visible to the naked eye from Earth, the other four being Mercury , Venus , Mars and
Jupiter. Uranus, and occasionally 4 Vesta , are visible to the naked eye in dark skies. Saturn
appears to the naked eye in the night sky as a bright, yellowish point of light. The mean
apparent magnitude of Saturn is 0. Most people will require an optical aid very large binoculars
or a small telescope that magnifies at least 30 times to achieve an image of Saturn's rings in
which clear resolution is present. Such a "disappearance" will next occur in , but Saturn will be
too close to the Sun for observations. A Saturnian opposition occurs every
yearâ€”approximately every daysâ€”and results in the planet appearing at its brightest. Both
the Earth and Saturn orbit the Sun on eccentric orbits, which means their distances from the
Sun vary over time, and therefore so do their distances from each other, hence varying the
brightness of Saturn from one opposition to the next. Saturn also appears brighter when the
rings are angled such that they are more visible. For example, during the opposition of 17
December , Saturn appeared at its brightest due to a favorable orientation of its rings relative to
the Earth, [] even though Saturn was closer to the Earth and Sun in late From time to time,
Saturn is occulted by the Moon that is, the Moon covers up Saturn in the sky. As with all the
planets in the Solar System, occultations of Saturn occur in "seasons". Saturnian occultations
will take place monthly for about a month period, followed by about a five-year period in which
no such activity is registered. The Moon's orbit is inclined by several degrees relative to
Saturn's, so occultations will only occur when Saturn is near one of the points in the sky where
the two planes intersect both the length of Saturn's year and the From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. This article is about the planet. For the deity, see Saturn mythology. For other
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